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Additional Helpful Resources
1 – Quick Reference Sheet
The Quick Reference Sheet is a list of key words/search topics in order for teachers and paraeducators to quickly and easily navigate
the Styer-Fitzgerald Program on UnitusTI. All terms are listed on the first pages of the document in alphabetical order. Simply click
on the link and you will be directed to the appropriate description and/or a step-by-step guide walking you through how to
accomplish each task. Many topics also include links to video tutorials for more detailed information. Be sure to search for
hyperlinks throughout the document.

2 – Elementary and Secondary Summary of Assessment Results
The Summary of Assessment Results provides an overview of assessed skills in each content area in one location. It is
recommended you fill one out for each individual student as you begin to assess. This form can be used as a means of keeping track
of which skills have been assessed and which ones are yet to be done. In the end, the Summary of Assessment Results will provide
an overview of each student’s baseline data.

3 – Elementary and Secondary Recommended Program Configuration (Legal)
The Recommended Program Configuration walks you through how to configuration each Styer-Fitzgerald lesson. Refer to this
form once you begin the configuration process. Enter the lesson plan or content area you are working on in the search box found in
the upper right-hand corner of the PDF document to easily navigate to the programs you are working on. You might also find it
helpful to print this document. It is recommended you print on legal size paper.

4 – UnitusTI Best Practices: Data Acquisition Types (DATs)
The Best Practices: Data Acquisition Types chart gives a list of each data acquisition type, instructions for specific settings (if
applicable), how targets are updated, and where appropriate, a brief description of how the data is recorded and/or graphed. There
are also links to short tutorials for each data acquisition type.

5 – Mastered Program Maintenance FAQs
The Mastered Program Maintenance FAQs are helpful for referencing when you are ready to use this feature for tracking a
student’s ability to maintain mastered skills.

6 – Acquisition Target Maintenance FAQs
The Acquisition Target Maintenance FAQs are helpful for referencing when you are ready to use this feature for tracking a student’s
ability to maintain mastered targets while continuing to learn new targets in an individual program.

7 – Elementary and Secondary IEP Goal Banks (Legal)
All goals are written in detailed form in an Excel spreadsheet for easy uploading into most IEP systems. The Excel spreadsheets are
modifiable so districts can change the verbiage to match district-specific criteria, and at the same time, ensure students are working
on meaningful IEP goals backed by concrete data. Use the tabs at the bottom to easily navigate the various content areas.

8 – Cross-Reference Chart – Elementary Level to Secondary Level
The Cross-Reference Chart provides an easy-to-use means of determining how skill levels and content areas in the Elementary
connect to the Secondary levels when a student moves from Elementary to Secondary or when an Elementary student advances
beyond some or all Elementary level lessons.

9 – Elementary and Secondary Curriculum Flow Charts
The Flow Charts for each content area in both the Elementary and Secondary Curriculum show how the results of the Assessment
correspond to the Curriculum lessons to be taught. Programs that can be taught simultaneously are grouped together. When a
student masters a lesson, use the Flow Charts to determine the next programs to assign.

10 – Elementary and Secondary Curriculum Progress Guide
The Curriculum Progress Guide contains a full listing of all lesson plans from each content area covered in the Curriculum. Although
you will be able to run reports containing this information, this document is designed to make you aware of all content area
programs offered in The Styer-Fitzgerald Program for Functional Academics and will be particularly useful when first starting out.

11 – Testing Kit and Teaching Materials Information Sheet
Most assessments and programs contain supplemental materials. This sheet provides additional preparation instructions and
recommended purchasing information for helpful supplies (i.e., Velcro, laminate, index cards, labels, etc.).

